
 

 

Dear Inspector-General of Emergency Management Tony Pearce, 

I would like to make a submission to the Inquiry into the 2019-20 Victorian fire season. My personal 
details are below: 

Name: 

Email:

Gender: female 

Age: 55-64 

Privacy preference:  

 

My personal story of the fires: 

My personal experience about the Australian omnicide, murder and genocide of the purpose lite 
bushfires is like every single Australian's, this is war and corporate terrorism attacks upon our nation 
by foreign agents aided and abetted by a Treasonous "Incorporation" posing as government officials 
in Australia. 

These impostors are rogue agents colluding with foreign agents committing war crimes via mass 
corporate terrorism since 1998 incorporation breaching our nations HIGHEST TRUE CONSTITUTION 
BEING OUR NATIONS SECURITY LAW FOR THE SURVIVAL OF ALL LIFE HERE. 

The evidence is everywhere, it is public knowledge and publicly announced, these impostors are and 
continue to ignore our country's true constitution by announcing publicly in 2001/2002 they enacted 
the code for war in the name of terrorism (yes them) and opened our country for embezzlement 
business. 

Australian's at every age group have been ignored in every way .to prevent justice. prevent us 
applying our nations true laws, not only in parliament, all legal fraternities, universities, court 
systems, preventing the rule of law, ability to apply our law, prevent any justice at all for our 
country. 

The evidence of drones and helicopters being used to light the fires and planes spraying toxic 
accelerant's to create the size of six countries to be omnicided knowingly and willingly to commit 
and aid and abet these foreign agents corporate terrorists war crimes against all life here at any cost. 
That is six countries size, if six countries were attacked across the world and totally torched on 



purpose the world leaders would be declaring that as war, why is no one in Australia declaring every 
attack upon our country war. 

The evidence of people taking footage and photo's of these drones, planes are fitted with Military 
stealth software, so when you try to get evidence of these things happening the objects will not 
appear in any digital footage or digital photographs. 

These area's were constitutionally (TRUE) protected as a minimum for the survival of all life and 
where these foreign agents could not get their hands on our lands and property, plenty of evidence 
there too. Also these impostors and foreign agents took away the water, the food poisoned, 
accelerant sprayed, then torched everything to death, that is insanity, evil, insidious hatred, torture 
of all life including human beings, it is nothing less than war crimes via mass orchestrated corporate 
terrorism. 

Our armed forces have been lied to on a grand scale and deceived just like our whole society, the 
same things have been happening for 22 years from these war criminals aiding and abetting other 
nations to attack, infiltrate, harm, murder, genocide, omnicide all life here. This has happened with 
every breach of our nations highest security laws and every federal permanent moratorium such as 
CSG, FRACKING, SHALE, MINING, GM, BIO SECURITY, GAS PORTS, LITHIUM MASS BATTERY POWER, 
SPACE PROGRAM, ALLOWING NASA TO OPERATE IN AUSTRALIA (this is USA attack again just like 
pine gap threats), our FORESTS BEING REBRANDED TO NATIONAL PARKS BREACH PROTECTIONS SO 
RESORT, MINING ETC CAN TAKE PLACE AGAINST OUR SOCIETY AND THE WATER INTO A MARKET. 

The IMPACT and PERSONAL attacks upon every Australian is evidence of hatred against our society 
values where ALL life here combined and its survival is the utmost importance due to our nation 
being a very FRAGILE ISLAND CONTINENT, 2ND DRIEST AND ONE ECOSYSTEM IN THE WORLD! 

Australia's duty as we all see it and have worked as one nation to provide what the world needed at 
the best quality and standards to provide for the world in such world crisis and this has been 
decentralised, attacked after attack, totally dismantled and utter murdered. 

Read our archives if these impostors have not destroyed them we are in war via mass corporate 
terrorism aided and abetted by every enemy, every foreign agent, every invasions populations by 
the impostors posing as government officials top down throughout our country. 

The impact of these fires are NOT NORMAL, where purposefully orchestrated, evidence is the lack of 
responses from parliament and state gov impostors and all of our security agencies, when any of our 
country and all life here are harm is bad enough but when it is on purpose for these evil, twisted, 
heinous hate filled corporate terrorists, the IMPACT IS FELT BY EVERYONE OF US IN AUSTRALIAN 
SOCIETY AND PERSONAL. 

We, the "Will of the People" demand JUSTICE, MURDER, GENOCIDE, OMNICIDE, CORPORATE 
TERRORISM, WAR CRIMES CHARGES AGAINST EVERYONE OF THEM AT A MINIMUM and the 
immediate removal of the incorporation from our parliament to form a TRUE CONSTITUTIONAL 
GOVERNMENT OF OUR NATION. 

We, the "Will of the People" demand Australia TOTALLY SHUT IMMEDIATELY,we have sent orders, 
applied our true constitution constantly since 1972, 1975, 1986 treason's, treachery, 1987 - 1997 
stealth espionage charges and 1998 INCORPORATION war crime to over throw government while in 
caretaker status we are still in. 



If no response by our security agencies and court system being the High Court of Australia, citizen 
will form a peoples court and an ALL CITIZEN's Anzac Army to remove them all. 

Regards 

The 'Will of the People" of Australia 

P.S. Millions of My Will Letter have been sent to every governor General who is also ignoring our 
society, our armed forces must be told the TRUTH and take immediate actions. 

 

My response to term of reference: Consider all challenges and implications for bushfire 
preparedness arising from increasingly longer and more severe bushfire seasons as a result of 
climate change: 

Climate change is a scam and a data analysis term on a graph to explain any changes in climate 
between the sky and the land, this term has been used as a fraudulent fear mongering marketing 
tool to manipulate world societies. 

The climate changes constantly but when war happens on this scale of total genociding our planets 
ecosystems and using weapons of war to manipulate weather on top of the genociding the world is 
seeing the collapse of our planets ecosystems which give us all life. 

IT IS WAR via mass Corporate Terrorism, the evidence speaks for itself. 

My response to term of reference: In considering effectiveness of Victoria’s operational response 
to the 2019-20 fire season, IGEM should particularly consider, “planning and response mechanisms 
to protect biodiversity threatened by bushfire”: 

Since the omnicide of our constitutional (TRUE) forests the corporate terrorists have moved right in 
to attack any life or bio diversity left, to make sure their invasions, smart death cities, mining rails 
and logging thefts continue on a grant scale. 

One thing every Australian should know is the only thing the world and especially this digital, 
wireless, haarp, weapons of war want is Australia's dirt and sky, their insanity is no life but personal 
agenda on an elite, corporate terrorists war crimes scale. 

No matter what Australian society does that is their ONLY agenda, mining and space and weapons of 
planet destruction automation but no life at any cost, our whole ecosystem, our whole society will 
die or become stateless. The evidence has been on a constant attacks with no regards to our laws, 
the rule of law, ability to apply our laws, every effort and every consultation is bureaucratic run 
around to divert and keep Australian's busy while they continue the genocide of our country while 
we all try to save it. 

Our ecosystem has been so attacked our bio diversity is collapsing on a grand scale we all must just 
do anything we can to save what is left until we can remove these impostors, foreign agents, war 
criminals, corporate terrorists from operating in our country and our shores. This war will take every 
citizen to end it upon us and our fragile nation being the largest nursery to the world. 



My response to term of reference: Review of all opportunities and approaches to bushfire 
preparedness, including different methods of fuel and land management (for example ‘cool 
burning’, mechanical slashing, integrated forest management, traditional fire approaches) to 
protect life and property as well as ecological and cultural values: 

 Australian's all know how to live with and manage our fragile nation and all of its ecosystems, since 
foreign agents have been placed throughout our management systems they are using their positions 
to try and experiment, dictate, over reach and abuse all of our thousands of years of experience and 
on ground monitoring data. 

The educational universities are also using their foreign agents infiltrators to manipulate, skew, 
fraudulent consultations to experiment, destroy,genocide for corporate terrorists attacks,ignoring 
our nations complete fact based data, our nations values and attacking all life here as if it's a 
modelling game and not reality. 

In affect this has created a none reality view upon life and brought about lessening what all life is. 

I would like to add the following: 

We all must be the dictators to them all by making sure we apply our true security law, our true 
constitution they fear most but as class actions against the head of these snakes, parliament 
members, local rogue councils, every decentralised government department thinking they have 
political powers and universities of hell brainwashing our youth and coaching further attacks upon 
our nations. 

Then we can enforce our real laws,protections, moratoriums,etc upon them and remove and rebuild 
our fragile ecosystems, return our rivers, build our biodiversity, heal our country and our society. 

I would like to make the following recommendations: 

The inspector General must consider how Military weapons were used to conceal these attacks from 
the public, how citizen's were threatened by associations to force sales of their properties but did 
not get satisfactions to do so and how they resorted and colluded with parliament and local councils 
members to orchestrate these fires, not normal to Australia at all. 

And how media used it to market smart cities with real estate and developers for fundraising and 
investment in those smart cities and rail and mining and CSG, Fracking, Shale, etc, to claim subsidies, 
economic loss to create further funding to complete corporate terrorists agenda's against all life in 
Australia by foreign agents. 

How all none and disclosure has never been in the public's interests, all our true constitution being 
our security laws for the survival of all life here are ignored to aid and abet these murders, 
genocides, omnicide's of our nation. 

To consider the absolute in actions by our parliament and our armed forces security agencies and 
why such an attack could have ever of happened in our country, other than being out right war from 
our so called security and parliament members. 

To consider how the above statements are true and how Australian society demand our true 
constitution be applied with FULL FORCE against all the players in these war crimes and corporate 
terrorists attacks upon our country. 



My recommendations are the "Will of the People" of Australia and we demand our country 
IMMEDIATELY SLAMMED TOTALLY SHUT to round up any of these perpetrator's whether in our 
country or those who have fled. 

Our Governor General, our security agencies MUST take IMMEDIATE ACTIONS to do so and ONLY 
APPLY OUR TRUE CONSTITUTION BEING OUR NATIONS SECURITY LAWS FOR THE SURVIVAL OF ALL 
LIFE HERE AND IN THE DIGITAL,ETC INSTANCE THE WORLD. 

Yours sincerely, 

 




